provide striking insights into the cultural roots of noble theater and theatricality.2 By the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Lotman contends, the process of Westernization had produced a noble who was a Russian deliberately "acting" the part of a foreigner. In this period also, art "invaded life": roleplaying, and restructuring of one's life on a theatrical or literary model, became normal cultural behavior. 3 For Lotman the estate and country living are one of numerous stages on which the noble indulged in self-revealing symbolic behavior. What follows is an exploration of that stage, as a platform for activities that reflected not only the cultural attitudes of the Russian nobility, but also significant anomalies in its sociopolitical evolution in comparison with other European elites. Recent studies of the latter do not highlight behavior comparable to that which characterized the Russian nobility, partially because no other elite faced comparable problems of cultural identity. But there were other factors, chiefly the institutions of autocracy and serfdom, which made Russian estate owners at once the most dependent and powerful of European nobles, stimulating and playing into the theatrical continuum. The Russian noble's problems of status and self-definition were as much bound up with these native elements as with the European culture upon which the Russian elite was modeling its own.
Serfdom, of course, was the economic and social precondition for estate theater proper, and for much estate theatricality. Serfs built, decorated, and sometimes even designed estates whose exteriors, interiors, and surrounding garden had multiple elements of theatricality; and they provided much of the estate entertainment. Some late-eighteenth-century estates were, in fact, little more than stage sets: a few grateful recipients of land and serfs from Catherine the Great, for instance, immediately built large houses at which they hosted a lavish week of entertainment for the Empress, only to leave the area and the instant estate to fall into disrepair.4 On virtually all country estates of any size, theatricality was expressed in design or decor. In the reign of Alexander I one noble ordered his beloved Liublino to be built in the shape of the order of St. Anna which he had just received.5 Ostankino, a theater built to resemble a Palladian manor house, had false windows on its facade. The main house at Kuskovo was built of wood carved to resemble stone; whereas in the garden, the rustic pillars of pleasure pavilions were constructed of brick. 6 Inside the grand house, reception rooms were decorated with trompe l'oeil columns and bas reliefs. Skillful placement of mirrors brought the garden into the house and created tunnel effects out of linear suites of rooms. Faux marbre was used on wooden columns. The walls and ceilings of a room might be painted to resemble an arcadian bower, or a wonderful "window" with pastoral view painted to open up a dark corridor.7 Every estate house, grand or humble, had clearly demarcated reception and entertainment areas, set apart from family apartments. As Lotman points out, nobles assumed different roles in different areas of the house, altering their behavior to fit the setting. The "theater" for entertaining guests was of great importance. One memoirist regarded it as a family tragedy when her parents turned the drawing room of Pospelovka, their small, one-story estate house (with only five windows), into their daughters' bedroom, thus losing their entertaining space.8
The English or "irregular" garden which surrounded the manor house in lateeighteenth-century Russia was deliberately designed to act as a series of stage sets. At each turn of the garden walk a contrived vista, intended to create a particular emotion in the viewer, would unfold. The different parts of the garden were, in effect, scenes in a play, provoking the spectator alternately to pathos, fear, tranquility, or exhilaration. The use of props in the garden increased its theatricality. Kuskovo's garden, for instance, full of playful and ingenious elements, made use of "shams." These were adroitly painted, oil-on-wood, two-dimensional, life-sized figures: foreign images, such as Spanish grandees or French peasant girls, placed in the Kuskovo birch grove to startle visitors on holidays.9 Such theatrical elements of house and garden were all European in origin. Their abundance on eighteenth-century estates indicates the skill and speed with which the Russian elite assimilated to this model, following the lead of its Empress's early expressed preference for "Italian" (neoclassical) architecture and English gardens. Similarly, the nobility took its cues from imperial performances at the Hermitage theater (designed by Quarenghi) and the Chinese Theater at Tsarskoe Selo. "Not a week passes but there is a fete at the Hermitage," reported one English visitor in 1790. In a letter he described a "grand play" the Empress had written, entitled "Olga":
It is a tragedy with chorusses, like the ancients, with a kind of Greek music: there are no less than thirty personages in the play; two emperors, and the rest of proportionate rank; the suite consists of six hundred people, who are all to be upon the stage at once: it must be a marvellous sight, I think. This morning, as I was looking out of window, I saw the clouds and the turrets of Constantinople going to the theatre, in a cart. It was acted on Tuesday, before the Empress, at her private theatre; and on Sunday will be exhibited to the profane.10 Catherine's lavish productions were emulated in the private noble theaters of St. Petersburg, Moscow, and, by the late eighteenth century, on many estates. Of these, the Sheremetev theaters were probably the most impressive. The serf troupe formed in the 1760s by Petr Borisovich Sheremetev (1713-1788) performed both in his Moscow house theater and at his suburban estate of Kuskovo. By the early seventies the Kuskovo theater was reckoned on a level with that of the court theater in St. Petersburg, and far superior to the leading theater in Moscow.11 Petr Borisovich's son Nikolai Petrovich (1751-1809) surpassed his father in his passion for theater. When given the troupe in the mid-seventies he immediately began plans for a theater large enough to accomodate the French and Italian comic operas he had fallen in love with during a trip abroad during 1769-73. The result was the wooden theater at Kuskovo (which supplemented the previous open-air theater), the stage of which was larger than that of the royal Swedish theater and the Dresden opera house (though smaller than the Paris Opera). It was completed in 1787, and, in the 1790s, Sheremetev created the slightly smaller but more technically complex Ostankino theater. 12 Renowned architects were brought in to design these theatres; foreign masters were commissioned to create sets, and a host of special teachers employed to train the troupe. Sheremetev had a Parisian correspondent who sent him elaborate ideas, including the latest technology for the theater. From these suggestions Sheremetev, with the help of the eminent Russian architects I. E. Starov and E. S. Nazarov and the foreign architects Giacomo Quarenghi and Francesco Camporesi, worked out a "Project for a Palace of the Arts" in Moscow which was then sent (in January of 1792) to France, Italy, and Sweden for comments. Plans for the Ostankino theaterpalace complex (a smaller version of the Moscow Project) were worked out simultaneously by a French architect with the assistance of the Russian serf architect A. F. Mironov. His Paris correspondent also sent Sheremetev detailed drawings for sets.13 The elaborate machinery of the Ostankino theatre facilitated a rapid, theatrical transformation of stage and parterre into banquet hall or ballroom adorned with "marble" columns which were actually papier-mache.
At the turn of the century, a few years after the theater was completed, Prince Sheremetev wrote his son: "After beautifying my Ostankino and presenting it to spectators in an enchanting way, I thought to myself that, having achieved a great thing, in which my knowledge and taste is visible, which is worthy of amazement, and which the public has acclaimed, I will forever peacefully enjoy my productions."14 Clearly, Sheremetev enjoyed playing the prestigious role of public benefactor. The money spent on his achievement bankrupted the estate, however: inventories by the trustees in 1810-11 noted seventy trunks of costly costumes, seventy-six trunks, cartons, and boxes of props such as banners, weapons, animal skins and masks, and three trunks of sheet music.15
Many provincial estate theaters were hardly less lavish. Like Kuskovo, the estate of Marfino (which in the eighteenth century belonged to the Saltykovs, and in the nineteenth to the Orlovs and then the Panins) boasted two theaters: a wooden one in the formal garden, and an open-air theater two versts from the main house. The latter was the site for ballets, pastorales, and vaudeville, the former for more serious or complicated theater.16 I. D. Shepelev's theater in Vladimir Province, not far from Murom, described in detail by his choirmaster N. Ya. Afanas'ev, was only slightly smaller than the Mariinskii in St. Petersburg, and illuminated with gas rather than oil lamps-an unusual feature for the 1830s.17 The PovaloShvikovskiis, Nakhimovs, and Brovtsinyis of Smolensk province, I. O. Khorvat of Kursk province, the Apraxins at Ol'govo and the Melgunovs at Sukhanovo in Moscow province, and the Kurakin brothers on their estates in Saratov and Orel provinces all supported renowned serf theaters, with sets, costumes, and performers of the highest quality. European and Russian plays, ballets, opera, and burlesque constituted their international repertories. Through them some serf actors and actresses became well known, since serf troupes often were brought from estates to perform in provincial capitals or in house theaters in Moscow and St.
Petersburg.
In supporting provincial theater the noble was both emulating the autocracy and discovering a means of asserting his own power. Peter the Great, Anna, and Elizabeth had all employed theater to educate their subjects and enforce their will. Peter's mock-emperors and patriarchs, Anna's ice-palace weddings, Elizabeth's court spectacles and male attire, and Catherine's Hermitage theater and simple Russian dress were all part of the same impulse. By the reign of Catherine this tutelary role of the crown had become more refined in means, but the goal remained the same. Catherine's desire to enlighten the Russian provinces hinged on her "children" the nobility, whose own cultural education she had overseen, acting as culture-bearers in the provinces. There, they were to take on the role of tutor, to bring new ideas and manners to the countryside, precisely through theater and spectacle. Such certainly was the tenor of the orders in 1776 to the new viceroy of Kaluga province, M. N. Krechetnikov. He was to build a theater which would "bring people together, for the spread of social life and politesse."'8 Similar provincial theaters were created by imperial order in Tula, Kharkov, and Penza. In taking part in theatrical productions, the local gentry, it was hoped, would pick up the more refined manners of the capital. Gavril Derzhavin, posted to Tambov as governor in 1786, found the local nobility "so crude and unsociable, so to speak, that they did not know how to dress, walk, or behave as a nobly-born person should." In order to civilize them he organized "theatrical presentations by amateurs, young nobles of both sexes," particularly on official holidays.19
By the turn of the century, while the lesser nobility was participating with great zest in these local productions, other wealthier nobles had become impresarios, creating troupes of serf actors and dancers for the countryside whose The theatrical continuum both validates and raises questions about Lotman's thesis that distinctly different semioticized behaviors were appropriate for town and country. On the one hand, there is no question that those aristocrats who treated their estates as "pleasure grounds" were trying, in their celebratory style of life, to get away from routinized, town hierarchy and rituals into some sort of carnival, fantasy world. Lesser nobles also deliberately created a "different" routine or atmosphere on their estates. But festive behavior on the estate often took its cues from imperial revels, and some nobles introduced into this private sphere the type of hierarchical, militaristic order which permeated Russian life elsewhere.
The observation that the Russian nobility stretched "from the foot of the throne into the peasant's hut" has often been used to refer to obvious disparities of wealth in this class. It acquires cultural significance in the light of estate theater and theatricality, which based itself mainly upon court practice but also had elements drawn from popular culture and peasant tradition. In some ways theater drew lord and serf closer: the cultural gap between them lessened because of the education and training necessary for theater proper, and they sometimes performed together. But the theatrical continuum also highlights anomalies of the lord-serf relationship. In the last analysis serf actors were trained slaves: Sheremetev freed and married one of Ostankino's operatic stars, but this, as much as Kamenskii's whips and Yusupov's cane, indicates the absolute power of lord over artistic serf. We know virtually nothing of the serf's attitude towards the theatrical continuum. We do know, because guests comment on it, that sometimes the peasants hastily transformed into liveried footmen behind every chair for a showy banquet did not know how to serve properly. But since serfs did not write memoirs, we have little idea of the extent to which they enjoyed or resented being pressed into entertainment duties, or considered their owners' dramatic behavior unusual. One group of peasants belonging to Princess Dashkova seemed delighted when she appeared with a dear English friend and suggested that they rename their new village after the visitor.76 By and large, serfs seem to have acquiesced in their role in estate entertainment, and even collaborated in the staged aspects of estate life, perhaps because of their own attitude toward hospitality, a tradition which, like Orthodox ritual, informed both gentry and peasant culture. Serfs turned up at the manor house on request to entertain guests with folk songs and dancing.77 Religious holidays and ceremonies brought lord and peasant together in familiar roles, as did the celebration of the master-serf relationship through prescribed rituals such as the bread-and-salt offering to an owner returning to the country estate after an absence.78
While a passion for and pride in estate theater is writ large in memoir literature, we know little more of the landowner's attitude toward his theatrical life than we do of the serf's. This is primarily because, as Lotman points out, behavior which seemed to cultural outsiders "theatrical" did not seem so to those who had been brought up in the fashion of the Russian noble, rehearsing the cultural and social roles which would fit him for later life.79 To him these roles became a part of "normal," unremarkable behavior. But we can assume that to some extent the theatrical continuum described above must have been compensatory. 
